Surface Prep and
Coating Removal
The expertise and experience
for a quality finish

MULTIPLE LOCATIONS PROVIDE FLEXIBLE
CAPACITY WITH ON-TIME DELIVERIES
AZZ Surface Technologies operates
a network of facilities serving North
America with highly automated, high
capacity operations which have earned
a significant number of certifications
and accreditations for meeting the
stringent quality standards of the
industries we serve.

The key to ensuring a quality, consistent finish
Surface preparation is critical to attaining a high-quality finish, whether it be
powder or wet coating. AZZ Surface Technologies has extensive expertise in
sandblasting, which efficiently and effectively smooths rough edges and
repairs surface blemishes. Our sandblasting capabilities extend to parts as
large as 40 feet in length, and our quality control measures, in accordance
with our ISO 9001 certification, ensure an optimal surface for comprehensive
and consistent coating.

Assuring proper grounding and uniform coverage
One aspect of our quality control is the daily stripping of the hooks, racks,
fixtures, and steel parts used in our operations. The process ensures the
proper grounding and consistent coverage of the parts to be coated the
following day. The stripping of organic paint and powder coating from parts
and fixtures is a service we also offer to our customers.

Coating removal expertise with fast turnaround capabilities
AZZ Surface Technologies’ coating removal services including paint removal
and stripping for a variety of materials including steel, stainless steel, iron,
castings, carbon steel, alloy steel, aluminum, brass, copper, pot metals and
superalloys. With AZZ’s commitment to quality, we can meet and exceed
the standards of a wide range of industries. These include but are not limited
to Aerospace, Automotive, Architectural, Telecommunications, as well as
Oil & Gas.
With our experience across a multitude of industries, metals, and coatings,
our team has the expertise and capabilities to meet your needs:
❚ Thermal Cleaning (Burn-off)
❚ Chemical Immersion
❚ De-Rusting or Rust Removal
❚ Power Washing
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